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This VI loads a command set into the pneumatic command cluster.
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This VI loads a command set into the pneumatic command cluster.

Pneumatics_Notifier.ctl
C:\Program Files (x86)\National Instruments\LabVIEW 2015\user.lib\836-
Library\Pneumatics\Support_Code\Pneumatics_Notifier.ctl

Pneumatics_Status.ctl
C:\Program Files (x86)\National Instruments\LabVIEW 2015\user.lib\836-
Library\Pneumatics\Support_Code\Pneumatics_Status.ctl

Pneumatics_Command.ctl
C:\Program Files (x86)\National Instruments\LabVIEW 2015\user.lib\836-
Library\Pneumatics\Support_Code\Pneumatics_Command.ctl
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